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A project of the CHORALSPACE Center for Choral Development in

cooperation with Thomas Caplin (Artistic Director)

“Re-Thinking Choir Leadership” is a collaborative symposium on

Sharpening Leadership Strategies for conductors, educators, choir

managers, choral organizations, and board members.

The project is produced in cooperation with the

Landemusikakademie Rheinland-Pfalz.

A professional “TIME-OUT” carefully designed to provide you with

the skills you need to SHARE, LEARN, INSPIRE and DEVELOP

your own goals and career.

“Re-Thinking Choir Leadership” is an opportunity to make use of

up-to-date expert knowledge to adjust your goals and realign your

professional strategy to meet the challenges of a fast-changing

world. During the symposium, you will be able to explore and

discover practical resources for your choir, receive detailed

feedback from the lecturers and other participants, share your own

experiences, and leave with inspiring ideas to materialize in your

own musical work for better future results.

RE-THINKING CHOIR LEADERSHIP
A COLLABORATIVE SYMPOSIUM



The symposium features sessions on the Creativity Process,

Project Design, Choral Leadership, Personal Development,

Implementation of Choral Research, Digital Tools, Aspects of

Sustainability, Target & Mission Formulation, Creation & Monitoring

of Timelines, as well as tools to support the realization of your

projects. In addition, comes of course the informal social interaction

in one of the best culinary destinations of the country.

The sessions start on Thursday evening, February 3, 2022, and

conclude on Sunday morning, February 6, 2022.

The working language is English. Tickets will be available soon.

Conference Manager: Nina Ruckhaber

RE-THINKING CHOIR LEADERSHIP
A COLLABORATIVE SYMPOSIUM



The CHORALSPACE CONFERENCE is organized by:

CHORALSPACE 2021 gemeinnützige GmbH

Parkviertelallee 53, 14089 Berlin, Germany

phone: +49-30-509316374

email: conference@choralspace.org

web: www.choralspace.org

CHORALSPACE is a non-profit organization founded with the aim

of staging the most passionate choirs of the world. The program of

the organization includes a series of concerts, workshops, and

creative sessions with some of the most renowned choral experts

and outstanding ensembles.

# LEARN
# CREATE

# PERFORM


